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Abstract— This paper represents the Semi automatic bearing 

washing machine in which the water jet spray nozzle used 

for striking water on the messy bearing. Messy bearing 

seated on conveyor belt. There are two main phase consider 

in this machine. In which first portion is use for water jet 

spray striking on bearing and second one is used to drying 

the bearing. In the second portion we use the hot air blower 

for make the bearing dry. Hot air blower fitted at ceiling of 

second portion of machine .The process of bearing washing 

is continuous due to constant running of conveyor belt. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Water jet spray washing is the perfect method for washing 

auto-parts and other machine parts. It is also cheapest 

method than others because of the water. In this semi 

automatic bearing washing machine water is used as 

washing fluid. And air blower used for drying the bearing. 

Conveyor system used to automatic feeding  to the bearing. 

There are two portion available in this machine. One is 

washing portion and Second is drying portion. In the first 

portion washing process can be done. And than the washed 

bearing drying in the second portion. Each one portions 

consist of conveyor system. First portion consist of water jet 

spray system on the way of conveyor. It includes eight 

nozzles for water jet spray. By this system pressurized water 

is directly striking on the bearing and bearing can easily 

washed out. Than automatic feeding system(Conveyor 

system) can send the bearing into second portion of the 

machine. Second portion of the machine consist of air 

blower and conveyor system. Air blower produce the 

pressurized air which is directly striking on the washed wet 

bearing. Than the result is the bearing was dried. And this 

bearings are cleaned, now. The water used for water jet 

spraying is not wastage. This dusty water is filtered 

automatically by filter paper and reused for water jet spray. 

This is the major advantage of this machine. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In literature survey of semi-automated bearing washing 

machine many inventions had been done related to this 

project. And many solutions have been provided to focus on 

issue of semi-automatic bearing washing machine. 

In 1953, Mr. George D. Beaudry, John T. Longdon 

and Theodore R. Brink introduced a ball bearing washing 

machine[1]. In this model they are introduced the conveyor 

system. In this model also introduced the bearing path 

method on conveyor system.  

In 1992, Franca Bertolini introduced a hand held jet 

washer[2]. In this model introduced the water jet washing is 

possible. Also describe the jet washer.  

In 2015, Varun parmar, M. J. Zinzuvadia and V. H. 

Chaudhari parametric studied and design optimize of 

centrifugal blower [3]. In this study they described the 

working principle of centrifugal blower.  

III. COMPONENTS 

 1H.P. centrifugal pump (220-240 v, 50Hz) 

 Water repellent conveyor belt 

 Heat resistant conveyor belt 

 Air blower 

 Control system 

 Casing and Support body 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Semi-automatic Bearing Washing 

Machine 

A. Block Diagram Description 

This system consist of two sections Washing and Drying. As 

shown in the block diagram Ac 220-240v, 50Hz electric 

power supplied to the machine which connected through the 

On/Off switch. This switch controlled by human operator. 

Human operator switched On the power supply, Electric 

power supplied to the controller through stabilizer. 

Stabilizer provides safety to the machine components during 

heavy loads of the AC power, Here, The controller is not 

automatic. Therefore, It is controlled by the human operator. 

Human operator needs to configure conveyor system speed 

than after It will be continues performing same. Human 

operator also need to configure water pump pressure and air 

blower, too. 

V. ADVANTAGES 

 Continuous Operation 

 Effective coast 

 Less skilled workers required 

 Better utilization of water 

 More no of  bearing can be washed in very short time 
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VI. APPLICATIONS 

 It is used in large scale automobile or mechanical 

industries 

 It can be replaced with other bearing washing method 

or bearing washing machines such as ultrasonic bearing 

washing, stingray parts washer etc. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This design of semi-automatic bearing washing machine can 

be used to remove foreign particles from the bearing 

surface. As the washing fluid selected the water is utilize 

very well. Due to the less and efficient components selected 

the power consuming is less and also coast effective. No 

chemical exhaust. Thus, it is an eco-friendly utility machine. 
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